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Introduction

Our nation’s strength lies in its rich diversity and its embrace of people of all races and genders, regardless of where they come from, how they worship, or whom they love. In recent years, violent white supremacists have attacked this diversity, carrying out attacks across the country — from Charleston, South Carolina, to Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, to El Paso, Texas, to Charlottesville, Virginia, to Buffalo, New York. These assaults are tragic reminders that our nation’s long history of racial terror endures. In 2020, the country saw the highest number of reported hate crimes since the aftermath of September 11, 2001. The key role played by violent white supremacist groups in the January 6 attack on the U.S. Capitol only underscores the seriousness of the threat they pose.

The United States has in place laws and authorities necessary to investigate and prosecute white supremacist violence, including as hate crimes and domestic terrorism. The U.S. Code has more than 50 laws that can be used to prosecute acts that meet the definition of domestic terrorism under the USA PATRIOT Act. There are at least six federal statutes that can be used to prosecute bias-motivated crimes committed by white supremacists. But for too long, the federal government has failed to adequately prioritize and resource these types of investigations and prosecutions. Indeed, it has even failed to collect data on the extent of white supremacist violence in the country, mostly relying on voluntary reporting by state and local authorities who may not have the capacity or incentives to accurately track this information.

In this context, the Brennan Center for Justice and The Leadership Conference on Civil and Human Rights welcome the Biden administration’s commitment to addressing white supremacist violence, as reflected in the first-ever National Strategy for Countering Domestic Terrorism (DT Strategy) issued in 2021 by the White House. The strategy includes important elements, such as improving the tracking of domestic terrorism cases and recognizing the need to protect civil rights and civil liberties in combating this threat. However, it also extends a counterterrorism framework that has afforded immense discretion and authority to federal agents regarding whom to surveil and investigate. This discretion, and an expansive view of what counts as “terrorism,” has resulted in the targeting of communities of color and political dissent. Indeed, the counterterrorism framework incorporated into the strategy often obscures the threat of white supremacist violence, hiding it under categories such as “racially motivated violent extremism,” which also covers movements that have been conjured up by the FBI such as those involving people motivated by “racism or injustice in American society, [or] the desire for a separate black homeland.”
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This doubling down on a national security framework has already caused damage to so many people in America, including many of the same communities who are the targets of white supremacist violence. Instead, the Biden administration should take an inclusive and more effective approach that:

➔ Accounts for and prosecutes white supremacist violence using the laws already on the books;

➔ Implements tangible civil rights and civil liberties safeguards to constrain the use of counterterrorism authorities against protestors and communities of color; and

➔ Does not further expand the footprint and authority of national security agencies.

This paper details concerns about the DT Strategy, sets forth requests for clarification, and contains recommendations for additional steps that the administration should take to protect civil rights and civil liberties as part of a robust response to white supremacist violence.

**Addressing long-standing problems in counterterrorism policy**

As a threshold matter, the DT Strategy does not rectify overbroad authorities and failed policies of the post-9/11 period. These authorities and policies have disproportionately harmed communities of color; relied on surveillance of constitutionally protected speech, belief, and conduct; and denied fundamental due process protections to those impacted by them.

Underlying all Justice Department investigative authorities and policies are the *Attorney General’s Guidelines for Domestic FBI Operations* issued by Attorney General Michael Mukasey in December 2008 (2008 AG Guidelines). The 2008 AG Guidelines created a new type of inquiry called an “assessment.” During an assessment, FBI agents — without any factual or criminal predicate — may recruit and task informants; map communities on the basis of race and ethnicity; and conduct physical surveillance, database searches, and interviews. Agents can open assessments based on only an “authorized purpose,” such as preventing crime or terrorism, which gives them immense discretion regarding whom or what to look into. The *FBI Domestic Investigation and Operations Guide* (DIOG), also issued in 2008 and last updated in September 2016, implements the 2008 AG Guidelines. It explicitly allows, for example, the targeting of communities that possess the same “religion-based characteristics or practices” as a terrorist group; the collection of information regarding ethnic and racial behaviors; and the mapping of communities based on factors including race, ethnicity, national origin, and religion, as referenced above.
These broad authorizations enable law enforcement to baselessly tar entire communities with suspicion, and the FBI has over the past decades routinely marked Muslims, activists, and protest movements for investigation absent connections to criminal activity.\textsuperscript{7} The 2014 \textit{Guidance for Federal Law Enforcement Agencies Regarding the Use of Race, Ethnicity, Gender, National Origin, Religion, Sexual Orientation, or Gender Identity} (DOJ Guidance on Profiling) does little to constrain these authorities.\textsuperscript{8} Although this guidance purports to ban bias-based profiling by federal law enforcement, it explicitly exempts “interdiction activities in the vicinity of the border,” which U.S. Customs and Border Protection has interpreted to extend 100 miles from it, as well as “protective, inspection or screening activities.”\textsuperscript{9} It further functionally permits profiling in the national security, immigration, and intelligence gathering contexts; does not apply to state and local law enforcement agencies; and has no mechanisms for enforcement or accountability for harms caused by bias-based investigations.\textsuperscript{10}

These fundamental shortcomings in the DOJ Guidance on Profiling have long enabled law enforcement agencies to view communities of color through a “security threat” lens and wrongly target Black, Brown, Muslim, and — increasingly — Asian communities for suspicion, surveillance, and harassment. The Biden administration’s call for an assessment of the implementation and effects of the DOJ Guidance on Profiling is a welcome development.\textsuperscript{11} We look forward to seeing the results of the assessment and working with the administration to strengthen these anti-discrimination rules.

The DT Strategy also leaves open the possibility of enacting a new law criminalizing domestic terrorism, which the civil rights community has adamantly opposed because it is unnecessary and would risk further harm to constitutionally protected rights, particularly of communities of color. Federal law enforcement agencies’ current authority to investigate potential acts of terrorism, including white supremacist violence, is more than adequate. A new law broadly criminalizing domestic terrorism — a fraught and easily politicized concept — would dramatically expand authorities used disproportionately and unfairly against Black, Brown, and Muslim communities and those engaged in dissent.\textsuperscript{12}

Other parts of the DT Strategy rely on tools that have proven ineffective, abusive, or discriminatory, including:

\begin{itemize}
\item Continuing the use of flawed surveillance and information sharing practices through mechanisms such as fusion centers, despite numerous documented abuses and a lack of demonstrated benefits;
\item Repackaging discredited Countering Violent Extremism programs under another new label;
\item Utilizing a watchlisting system that has ballooned to more than 1 million names and lacks basic due process protections; and
\item Expanding dragnet social media surveillance, which threatens free expression worldwide and has not been shown to be effective.
\end{itemize}

The DT Strategy cannot promote fairness, accountability, and transparency in government programs and policies while continuing to rely on the systems that have long eroded those values. As the administration continues to implement the DT Strategy, it should reevaluate the tools listed above in favor of alternative methods that have fewer avenues for abuse and discrimination.
Focusing resources to address lethal violence

Tracking and disclosing data on domestic terrorism cases

The administration’s recognition of the need to prioritize the tracking of domestic terrorism-related investigations and prosecutions is a welcome development. Also noteworthy is the fact that the acting deputy attorney general’s March 2021 Guidance Regarding Investigations and Cases Related to Domestic Violent Extremism (DAG Guidance) asks federal prosecutors to notify the Counterterrorism Section of the DOJ National Security Division of all criminal investigations and prosecutions involving conduct related to domestic violent extremism.13

Recommendations

➔ The framework that the DAG Guidance implements excludes state and local cases. The administration should take steps to capture such information, which — as the DT Strategy recognizes — is crucial to understanding the domestic terrorism landscape.14

➔ The federal government should commit to publicly disclosing on an annual basis comprehensive data on its domestic terrorism investigations and prosecutions. Section 5602(b)(4) of the National Defense Authorization Act (NDAA) of 2020 required the FBI and the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) to produce specific data regarding domestic terrorism incidents, investigations, and prosecutions, broken down by category. The FBI and DHS produced two reports, one in May 2021 and the other in October 2022, that failed to include all the required data, specifically domestic terrorism incident and prosecution data.15 These agencies should collect and report all domestic terrorism data as required by the NDAA of 2020.

Clarifying terminology and categories

The DT Strategy and the DAG Guidance use different terminology: The former is primarily focused on domestic terrorism (DT), while the latter specifically seeks reporting of cases tied to domestic violent extremism (DVE). DT is defined by statute to involve criminal acts dangerous to human life that are intended to intimidate the public or affect government conduct.16 DVE is defined in the DAG Guidance to “include all violent criminal acts in furtherance of ideological goals stemming from domestic influences, such as racial bias or anti-government sentiment,” including DT, which suggests DOJ’s concept of DVE is broader than DT.17 In contrast, the FBI, DHS, and the Director of National Intelligence (DNI) seem to equate DVE with DT.18

Recommendation

➔ The term “violent extremism” has no definition in law and has been used to describe beliefs and views far removed from violence.19 The administration should clarify if it considers DT to be synonymous with DVE and, if not, provide an explanation of the differences.

While the administration recognizes that it must not target people for investigation based on their speech, beliefs, and protest activities,20 the FBI’s framework — which DHS and the intelligence community have adopted in the 2021 NDAA report and other public documents — is organized around ideologies rather than operational links or criminal activities.21 The administration recognizes that far-right actors — in particular, violent white
supremacists and militia members — comprise “the most persistent and lethal threats,” yet it groups violent white supremacy with the illusory phenomenon of Black separatism under the umbrella of Racially or Ethnically Motivated Violent Extremism. Similarly, the Abortion-Related Violent Extremists category includes pro-choice DVEs, although only anti-abortion militants have a history of committing deadly violence, and anarchists are lumped in with violent far-right militias, even though they are responsible for a fraction of the lethal attacks carried out by such militias. Animal Rights/Environmental Violent Extremists constitute their own category, even though they do not have a history or current practice of perpetrating deadly violence.

Such a framework — one that is oriented around ideology — obscures serious threats of violence and elevates less serious or non-existent ones, enabling law enforcement to selectively target people for investigation based on whether they are perceived to have “extremist” views rather than whether they have engaged in, or credibly threatened to engage in, violence that fits the legal definition of terrorism. Furthermore, such a framework provides little operational benefit as these ideological boundaries do not correspond with investigative realities. For example, some Proud Boys members and chapters consider themselves white supremacists, while others claim to disavow racism; far-right militia members are in the same category as anarchists, to whom they stand in opposition, but in a different category from white supremacists, with whom they work.

Recommendation

➔ The government should use categories that are based on the actual threat of violent activity or concrete operational links between actors rather than conflating threats based on an arbitrary ideological framework.

Ensuring quality control and safeguards for information sharing and cooperation

The DT Strategy emphasizes a renewed focus on “information sharing on domestic terrorism threats,” both among federal agencies and with state, local, tribal, and territorial partners. According to the DT Strategy, the purpose of such information sharing includes providing “warnings of specific, credible threats of violence” as well as “broader indicators and warnings” of potential violence to non-federal partners. However, the administration does not detail how it intends to ensure the credibility or relevance of what agencies disseminate or applicable privacy and due process safeguards outside of the unspecified “legal and policy limitations on the sharing of sensitive law enforcement information” referenced in the DT Strategy.

While it is important to ensure that law enforcement agencies share credible information about actual threats of violence, the intelligence apparatus built in the wake of 9/11 has promoted the unaccountable dissemination of false, biased, and unreliable information, often untethered from criminal activity.

For example, DHS has disseminated intelligence reports with no links to criminal activity, instead focusing on protected speech. An internal review concluded that intelligence collectors face fundamental challenges in discerning threat from hyperbole or political speech and pressure to find threats where none may exist. Fusion centers are often at the center of this misguided information-sharing process. As a 2012 bipartisan Senate investigation documented, fusion centers “yielded little, if any, benefit to [f]ederal counterterrorism intelligence efforts,”
instead producing reams of low-quality information and putting scrutiny, notably, on Muslim groups engaging in innocuous activities such as hosting events on subjects like marriage and “positive parenting.”

While improvements have been made to some aspects of fusion center operations, serious concerns remain. More recently, fusion centers have been caught monitoring racial justice activism and Juneteenth celebrations, as well as promoting fake social media posts by far-right provocateurs — sourced from FBI and DHS reports — as intelligence regarding potential violence at protests against police brutality. Other targets have included environmental activists, as well as demonstrators on issues from women’s rights to the response to Hurricane Maria in Puerto Rico.

Recommendation

Before building on this flawed system, the administration should undertake a full, public audit of fusion centers to evaluate their usefulness and their impact on civil rights and liberties, including privacy and First Amendment activity. Safeguards for intelligence networks should be strengthened, including by limiting fusion centers to only disseminating information that is tethered to reasonable suspicion of criminal activity.

Additionally, according to the DT Strategy, the administration intends to “introduce a new systematic approach for utilizing pertinent external, non-governmental analysis and information that will provide enhanced situational awareness of today’s domestic terrorism threat.” Media reports indicate that DHS and the FBI will work more closely with companies that mine data online for intelligence, for example.

Recommendations

- The administration should disclose (a) the identity of all non-governmental entities that will provide information or analysis for awareness of domestic terrorism threats, (b) the nature of any information exchanged (particularly whether such exchanges involve personally identifiable information), and (c) any agreements, contracts, rules, regulations, and policies governing these relationships.
- The agencies charged with this effort should implement rules, regulations, and policies necessary to ensure that any information gathering and analysis conducted by these non-governmental entities as a part of this program is objective, reliable, and tailored to an appropriate law enforcement purpose; that material obtained by the government from these entities is not integrated into federal government databases unless it is reasonably indicative of criminal activity fitting the definition of domestic terrorism; and that the collection of information based on First Amendment-protected activity, or race, ethnicity, religion, gender, gender identity, national origin, sexual orientation, or immigration status, is prohibited. Agencies should require non-governmental entities to be transparent about their methodology for identifying and categorizing persons or groups as domestic terrorists, which should be made available to the public.
Identifying transnational aspects of domestic terrorism

As the administration assesses the “international dimension” of the domestic terrorism landscape, the probability that this assessment will be based on ideological affinity rather than on operational and financial links is concerning. In the last two decades, DOJ has often treated actions of individuals in the United States said to be influenced by groups like al Qaeda and ISIS as international terrorism, even absent any indication of operational links or other concrete connections, on the theory that they promoted a common “foreign” ideology. As the DT Strategy indicates, accounting for the international dimension of domestic terrorism would potentially further allow the use of foreign intelligence surveillance and other wide-ranging authorities, which come with few safeguards, posing a serious threat to civil rights and civil liberties.

Recommendations

➔ The administration should do away with policies and programs that distinguish between Americans based on the location of the persons or organizations that may have influenced their behavior. Instead, the government should categorize subjects of terrorism investigations and prosecutions based on where their actions occur, consistent with the statutory definitions of terrorism.

➔ The government should provide clarification regarding criteria it uses to link domestic actors and those overseas, any role that the National Counterterrorism Center (NCTC) is expected to play, and how the administration will guard against overbroad use of foreign intelligence authorities against domestic actors.

Ending failed approaches to prevention and disruption

Though the DT Strategy claims to have learned from the failures of DHS’s Countering Violent Extremism (CVE) programs and avows a commitment to an evidence-based approach, it seems to have taken only one main lesson: that the programs should not be solely targeted at Muslims. The rebranded Center for Prevention Programs and Partnerships (CP3) is built on the same flawed foundation as CVE and raises many of the same concerns.

According to the DT Strategy, DHS is taking a “public health” approach to preventing violence. The claim that this a public health approach is undercut by the fact that elements of the U.S. intelligence community, such as NCTC and DHS’s Office of Intelligence and Analysis (I&A), are the entities developing “markers” of violent extremism. Moreover, public health programs are not, and should not be, led or primarily supported by police law enforcement agencies. The initiatives funded and promoted by DHS weave law enforcement and the intelligence apparatus into efforts by civil society representatives to connect people with mental health and social services because they may display some combination of vague and commonly occurring indicators far removed from deadly violence — turning unexceptional problems such as schoolyard fights into potential law enforcement matters. Inserting law enforcement into public health undermines these services by discouraging people from getting the help they need and allows well-documented racial and religious biases to influence who is considered a potential mass shooter or terrorist.
Recommendation

➔ The administration should forgo this strategy and manage social services through the agencies best equipped to provide them, walled off from police participation and security agencies like DHS and DOJ, absent an objectively reasonable indication of an imminent threat of violence.

The DT Strategy’s plan to ramp up the use of “existing watchlisting mechanisms and systems” is also troubling. The federal government’s current watchlisting system, which is almost wholly a product of the post-9/11 era, has metastasized to include well over 1 million people. It disproportionately harms Muslim, Arab, and immigrant communities and has proven deeply stigmatizing to those it ensnares. The strategy refers to “robust mechanisms that are available” for people to contest their placement on watchlists, but the existing redress procedures for watchlisted people lack essential due process safeguards. The vast majority of watchlisted people are never notified of their inclusion on these lists. The redress process for the No Fly List, for example, does not provide people who are watchlisted with any justifying information, evidence, or a hearing through which they can clear their names. And because the process lacks these basic procedural protections, placement on a watchlist can be indefinite. Moreover, federal agencies like DHS operate other additional watchlists as part of programs such as Secure Flight, which have been thoroughly discredited by oversight bodies such as the DHS inspector general and which have no notice or redress provisions at all.

“Inserting law enforcement into public health undermines these services by discouraging people from getting the help they need and allows well-documented racial and religious biases to influence who is considered a potential mass shooter or terrorist.”

Recommendation

➔ The administration should not use watchlists to identify people for enhanced physical searches or screening, restrictions on travel or movement, or any other infringement on individual liberty or property unless essential due process safeguards are in place that include (a) clear and meaningful standards to substantiate initial inclusion on the watchlist based on articulated information specific to the individual, (b) meaningful notice of the basis for placement on the watchlist, (c) a hearing before a neutral decision-maker empowered to order removal from the list, and (d) time limits that ensure these safeguards are implemented, and watchlist status reviewed, promptly and periodically.
Monitoring social media

While the DT Strategy purports to focus on violence, it features a number of measures aimed at online activity unconnected to actual violence. For example, the administration intends to draw on “open-source information” — some of which will be derived from social media — to identify potential domestic terrorism threats and to partner with social media companies to suppress “violent extremist” content. Such measures raise serious concerns because they can blur the line between scrutiny of constitutionally protected or simply innocuous activity and genuine threats of violence, as well as open the door for the targeting of communities that too often bear the brunt of abusive law enforcement and intelligence practices.

As national security officials have repeatedly acknowledged, communication on social media is difficult to interpret — often because it is highly context-specific and can be riddled with slang, jokes, memes, sarcasm, and references to popular culture. For example, in 2021, the acting chief of DHS I&A noted, “actual intent to carry out violence can be difficult to discern from the angry, hyperbolic — and constitutionally protected — speech and information commonly found on social media,” a sentiment FBI Director Christopher Wray has also echoed. Further, the anonymous or semi-anonymous nature of social media also makes it difficult to attribute a specific view to a given person, even if their posts or group memberships appear to reflect a particular perspective. Far-right activists, for instance, have been known to pose online as left-wing groups and encourage violence to mislead law enforcement.

The government’s own assessments have highlighted some of these problems and have failed to show that social media review is of value in identifying threats within the context of screening individual people coming into the United States. For example, in a 2016 brief prepared for the incoming Trump administration, DHS reported that in three of the four programs it used to vet refugees, information from social media “did not yield clear, articulable links to national security concerns,” even when an applicant was flagged as a potential threat through other channels. The department did not identify any derogatory information at all from the fourth program. Officials also pointed out the difficulty of understanding “with any level of certainty” the context and reliability of what they were reviewing. They concluded that “mass social media screening” was a poor use of resources, taking people away from “the more targeted enhanced vetting they are well trained and equipped to do.” Indeed, the DHS inspector general in 2017 released a review of the department’s social media monitoring pilot programs and explicitly stated it could not justify scaling the practice because DHS did not define criteria for success against which to measure the programs. The order repealing the Muslim ban required a review of the use of social media identifiers for screening and vetting purposes, including whether their use had “meaningfully improved screening and vetting.” We understand that this review was completed in 2021, but no information about its findings has been made public.
As the investigations guide of the FBI recognizes, “[o]nline information, even if publicly available, may still be protected by the First Amendment.” When a government agency collects social media information, it has the ability to create detailed dossiers of Americans’ views, including political matters that lie at the heart of First Amendment protections, as well as their social networks and even where they are located and the places they go. Members of minority communities and protest movements are most likely to feel the negative impacts of social media monitoring. Indeed, in 2020 DHS I&A did just that in Portland when it created “baseball card” dossiers on demonstrators who were arrested for petty criminal violations during racial justice protests to validate the claim they were conspiring together.

**Recommendations**

→ The administration should stop conducting broadscale social media surveillance, whether directly administered by the government or delegated to third parties.

→ The administration should also release the review of the use of social media ordered by President Biden on January 20, 2021, which was meant to be completed by May 20, 2021.

**Investigating and prosecuting domestic terrorism cases**

According to the DT Strategy, federal law enforcement is enhancing the ability of investigators and prosecutors to tackle domestic terrorism, including providing “significant additional resources” for the DOJ and FBI “to ensure that they have the analysts, investigators, and prosecutors they need to thwart domestic terrorism.” DOJ has established a new unit dedicated to addressing domestic terrorism cases within the National Security Division (NSD).

**Recommendations**

→ Making NSD the focal point for domestic terrorism or other white supremacist crimes currently prosecuted by the DOJ’s Civil Rights and Criminal Divisions may cement and expand the use of the very approaches and authorities about which concerns have been raised in the context of international terrorism, particularly in light of the lack of information about the criteria the administration uses to link domestic actors and those overseas, as noted above.

→ The deputy attorney general’s commitment to closer coordination between the NSD and the DOJ’s Civil Rights Division to address white supremacist violence is welcome, but further clarification about how this coordination is undertaken and what safeguards, if any, have been developed to prevent abuse of broad counterterrorism authorities is needed.

→ Additional resources to combat domestic terrorism must be accompanied by public information that permits oversight on how domestic terrorism investigations and
prosecutions are being targeted — at whom, and for what conduct, for example — as discussed above, and the changes to the 2008 AG Guidelines and DIOG and the 2014 DOJ Guidance on Profiling that are proposed below.

The enactment of laws creating a new crime of domestic terrorism or otherwise enhancing authorities and penalties is unnecessary and would risk targeting the very communities that have borne the brunt of unwarranted law enforcement suspicion and white supremacist attacks.

**Recommendation**

➔ The administration should not pursue any new legislation creating a new crime of domestic terrorism.

**Conclusion**

There is much that the administration can do to protect the safety of communities that have been the target of white supremacist violence without relying on an expanded surveillance and security infrastructure. Concrete and positive measures include instituting better safeguards for law enforcement and counterterrorism investigations to protect against bias, while communicating the administration’s commitment to enforcing them.

In addition to carrying out the above recommendations, the administration should lead an effort to provide more robust protections in the key documents identified herein with the following steps:

➔ Revise the 2008 AG Guidelines and DIOG to prohibit the FBI from using highly intrusive investigative techniques unless there is some basis in fact to suspect criminal wrongdoing and affirmatively bar practices such as racial, religious, and ethnic mapping that treat entire communities as suspicious.

➔ Strengthen the 2014 DOJ Guidance on Profiling by (a) removing exemptions permitting profiling for border interdiction and protective, inspection, or screening activities; (b) closing loopholes applicable in the national security, immigration, and intelligence gathering contexts; (c) ensuring that state and local law enforcement agencies are covered to the maximum degree legally feasible; and (d) adding concrete provisions that permit enforcement and accountability for harms caused by bias-based investigations.

“There is much that the administration can do to protect the safety of communities that have been the target of white supremacist violence without relying on an expanded surveillance and security infrastructure.”
Further, the administration should ensure that DHS is covered by similar guidance and work with Congress to secure passage of the End Racial and Religious Profiling Act to fully prohibit law enforcement — and, in particular, the state and local law enforcement not covered by the DOJ Guidance on Profiling — from targeting people on the basis of race, religion, ethnicity, national origin, sexual orientation, and gender identity.\textsuperscript{65}

Address the reasons for public mistrust of federal law enforcement and intelligence, including by fostering institutional cultures that are grounded in a respect for our constitutional values and the diversity of people who live in and come to America. Leadership from the highest levels of government must clearly communicate this priority to their staff and tangibly implement it by ensuring that the civil rights and liberties implications of any law enforcement or surveillance measures are meaningfully considered when they are being designed, before they are implemented, and during their operation. To this end, the administration should take concrete steps to empower the oversight offices within its agencies with a substantive role in the policymaking process and enforce accountability for abusive practices if necessary.

Every person deserves to live in this country free from hate and bigotry. Yet, for far too long, policymakers have failed to address white supremacist violence in a manner commensurate with the threat it poses to Americans. By issuing a DT Strategy that focuses on this pressing subject and recognizes the specific impacts of such violence on a range of marginalized “communities deliberately and viciously targeted on the basis of hatred and bigotry,” the Biden administration is demonstrating that it takes this threat seriously.\textsuperscript{66} Furthermore, the administration has demonstrated leadership in bringing to light the nation’s troubling history of violent white supremacy — from visiting the Greenwood neighborhood of Tulsa, Oklahoma, in June 2021 to naming violent white supremacy as the poison it is. But as discussed in this paper, concerns remain about the DT Strategy and approach. To effectively respond to white supremacist violence, this nation’s history must be confronted if we are to move forward to a safer, more equitable future for all.
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